








Situa/onal awareness will depend on recent research

Like it or not, decision-‐makers will have to rely on research
assessments to frame the issues they must decide.

No governance without assessment; no reason for assessment
without governance

Assessment 
Prepares knowledge for use 

by governance 

Governance 
Makes Decisions 

Guides evolution of outcomes 

Assessment Essential to Governance 
Past Experience No Longer A Guide To The Future 



Knowledge 
Creates Situational Awareness 

Articulates options 

Action 
Implements Decisions 

Promotes desired outcomes 

Think Globally
Scien/fic knowledge is managed by an informal club* of advanced na/ons

Assess Regionally
Interna/onal experts, regional thought leaders, and local decision makers iden/fy
adapta/on risks, synthesize per/nent knowledge, and frame decision op/ons

Act Locally
Communi/es make complex, mul/-‐disciplinary, and regionally distributed
decisions. Ostrom** proposes the name “polycentric” for this kind of interrelated
decision-‐making.

*Keohane, R.O. and D. G. Victor, The Regime Complex for Climate Change, Perspectives on Politics, v.9, no. 1, March 2011 
 

**Ostrom, E., Beyond Markets and States: Polycentric Governance of Complex Economic Systems, American Economic Review 100 

 (June 2010): 1–33http://www.aeaweb.org/articles.php?doi=10.1257/aer.100.3.1  

Adaptation Across Scales 





Knowledge Ac/on Architecture
Adapta/on calls for a consor/um of interna/onal knowledge
management services to support, via assessment, polycentric

decision making at regional and local levels



The Task Ahead

lve Today’s knowledgeEvolve today’s Knowledge Management System into tomorrow’s Knowledge Ac/on System



Start With What We’ve Got 

  

 Observation and Information Systems 
Satellites, In Situ Networks, Data Repositories, Models 

Research Consortia 
Global Earth System of Systems, Group on Earth Observations,  

Partnership for the Observation of the Global Oceans 
Social Technologies 

Assessment, decision support, capacity building 







Think Globally
Analy/c tools and

standards

Assess Regionally
Impacts on regional
natural & technical

systems

Act Locally
Values and

vulnerabili/es





 
Extensive Literature 

Review 
 

Informal Ranking of 
Reviewers 

 
Exhaustive Small  
Group Discussion 

 
Consensus of  

Experts Present 
 
 
 
  

Knowledge Certification  
IPCC’s Most Important Value Added Product 

Deploys the Authority of Science 











Looming Technical Problems
The world will need to invest in modernizing

its assessment system
 

 

Capacity… Complexity…Coordina;on…
Timeliness… Sustainability… Cer;fica;on







The Coordination Problem 
Regional and Sectoral Polycentric Governance 

Adaptation is not suited to a centralized, top down, command-and-control 
management style.  No central actor-leader, committee, government 
agency- can conceive of all the tasks ahead and how they interrelate. 





The Timeliness 
Problem 

•  Rate of climate change will double in the next twenty years (AR5, 2013)
•  Arc/c climate changes at twice the global rate; 2004 Arc/c Assessment out of

date by 2011; 2007 IPCC could not keep up with ice melt rate
•  Significant changes now likely to occur in the seven years between IPCC reports
•  Communi/es at risk cannot wait for knowledge to cascade from global to

regional to local

Assessment should become an “always on”
knowledge management service



Web-‐Based Assessment

Turn assessment from a periodically appearing document into an always-‐on
knowledge management service that communi/es, industries, and individuals

everywhere can access at any /me.



Hunting for Decision-Ready Knowledge  
in the Information Jungle 

 



Quality Assurance 
The key enabler 

 

Local leaders find themselves faced with decisions they cannot delay.  
They will not wait for knowledge to trickle down to them. 

Can they find knowledge they can trust on their own? 





It does not rate the experience with the uses of the
knowledge it cer/fies.

It does not evaluate its uses in the secondary and ter/ary
assessments in the knowledge cascade.

It is not equipped to follow how that knowledge is
deployed and used in prac/cal situa/ons

IPCC Characterizes the
Research Literature



Decision Readiness 
Assurance of research knowledge reliability is what IPCC does 

Decision readiness evaluates deployment of that knowledge 

A NASA Example



There is an urgent need to invent social and internet-‐based processes to
characterize how ready new research is for prac/cal use by non-‐experts.

The Certification Problem  
Put Knowledge To Work Soon After It Appears  





Annotated Search
A globally distributed library of libraries

Mul/disciplinary journal appearing daily with a vast table of contents

Every entry provided with living annota/on by a global network of qualified reviewers
Knowledge syntheses appear as soon as subject ma`er is mature enough

Levels of decision readiness characterized





Internet Protocols enabled the spread of the internet 
 around the world by enabling millions  

of small initiatives.   
 

Could knowledge management protocols transform  
how the world adapts to climate change? 



Knowledge Management Protocols 
A High Leverage Investment  

Taxonomy Standards
Labelling of subjects
Data formats and data quality characteriza/on
Meta-‐languages

Repository Standards
What should be preserved, and for how long
Redundancy and security
Technological evolu/on strategy
Incen/ves to contribute

Accessibility Standards
Intellectual property and security
Price and public release
Configura/on management and traceability

Annota/on Standards
Characteriza/on of decision readiness
Descriptors, labels, nota/on



Global Adaptation  
An Emergent Property of Distributed Local Actions 

Made possible by interconnectivity 

Figure adapted from Wikipedia; Complex Adaptive System by Alan Hakimi, The New World of Emergent 
Architecture and Complex Adaptive Systems, MSDN Blogs, Zen and the Art of Enterprise Architecture 





Sustainable Humanity Sustainable Nature
Our Responsibility

Pon/fical Academy of Sciences
Pon/fical Academy of Social Sciences







“…the greatest threat facing humanity” 
U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon 

 
 

“The journey of a thousand years begins with small steps” 
With thanks to Lao Tzu 



“I am /red of wri/ng obituaries for fish…”
Nancy Knowlton, Smithsonian

“We have no right to be pessimis/c…”
Jeffrey Sachs, Columbia Earth Ins/tute, UN Climate Change Advisor



 
There are assertions of blame and responsibility but few approaches that appeal to 
the interests of both developed and developing countries. However, there is a 
potential mutuality of interest in a global knowledge action network for disaster 
management and adaptation. It encourages developing nations to initiate their own 
assessments. Their communities get a chance to become centers of innovation for 
adaptation through networking.  Though there will be an asymmetry in scale and 
nature of investment, both developed and developing countries can see benefit in 
investing. It won’t solve everything but it could help. 
 
 
  

Inclusion of the Most Vulnerable 
The countries least responsible and least able to adapt will suffer the most   



The massive fossil fuel use at the heart of the global energy
system deeply disrupts the Earth’s climate and acidifies the
world’s oceans. The warming and associated extreme weather will
reach unprecedented levels in our children’s life /mes and 40% of
the world’s poor, who have a minimal role in genera/ng global
pollu/on, are likely to suffer the most.

Industrial-‐scale agricultural prac/ces are transforming landscapes
around the world, disrup/ng ecosystems and threatening the
diversity and survival of species on a planetary scale. Yet even
with the unprecedented scale and intensity of land use, food
insecurity s/ll stalks the planet…

A healthier, safer, more just, more
prosperous, and sustainable world is

within reach, but…



Humanity’s rela/onship with nature is riddled with unaccounted for
consequences... Socio-‐environmental processes are not self-‐
correc/ng. .

Our economies, our democracies, our socie/es and our cultures pay a
high price for the growing gap between the rich and the poor within
and between na/ons…. Market forces alone, beres of ethics and
collec/ve ac/on, cannot solve the intertwined crises of poverty,
exclusion, and the environment.

Unfair social structures… have become obstacles….The main obstacles
to achieving sustainability and human inclusion are inequality,
unfairness, corrup/on and human trafficking.

.

Intertwined crises of poverty, exclusion,
and the environment





“It says much that even some of the most accomplished
scien/sts at this mee/ng ar/culated that progress on
climate, energy, equity, educa/on and conserva/on of
living resources will be driven by values and faith more
than data and predic/ve models.

In a discussion over dinner, Walter Munk, at 96 one of
great oceanographers of modern /mes, spoke not of
gigatons of carbon or megawa`s of electricity:

‘This requires a miracle of love and unselfishness’
he said.”

Andrew Revkin, New York Times

The greatest challenge lies in the
sphere of human values




